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R320visual communication encompasses
understanding of the physiology of
signaller and receiver, just as much as
the physics of light in the environment,
and animal behaviour: combined, this
is the Ecology of Vision.
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Opportunity for InnovationFour recently duplicated flowering genes in sunflower have met diverse fates,
including acquisition of a new regulatory function, providing intriguing insights
into duplicate gene evolution as well as sunflower domestication.Kirsten Bomblies
Duplicate genes are champions of
evolutionary innovation, and they are
everywhere. In humans, approximately
15% of genes are duplicates, many
of which have diverged in function.
We are not unique in this (see [1] for
review). Copying genes generates
redundancy; since one gene copy
suffices to perform the ancestral
function, redundancy creates
opportunity. Relaxed selection on
duplicated genes may allow mutations
to accumulate that might not be
tolerated otherwise. This, however,
can also be risky: duplicated genes
are indeed implicated in phenotypic
novelty, but also in a number of
genetic diseases [2].
The most common predicted fate of
duplicate genes is to decay, leaving
non-functional pseudogenes [3], but
in some situations copies can be
retained. Duplicates may
subfunctionalize; that is, they diverge
to partition the ancestral function
such that each new gene copy
performs a distinct subset of the tasks
of the original gene. Another possible
outcome is neofunctionalization, in
which a duplicated gene acquires
novel roles that the ancestral gene
did not perform [3].
Work in sunflower, as reported
in this issue of Current Biology byBlackman et al. [4], provides an
especially interesting example of
gene diversification after duplication.
This study examines a set of four
recently duplicated genes that have
diverged in different ways, providing
insights into the early stages of
functional diversification of a gene
family. Particularly intriguing is the
observation that one allele, which
exerts a novel dominant-negative
effect on the product of one of the
other gene copies, appears to be under
selection in domesticated sunflower.
Thus, this system provides a nice
example of neofunctionalization after
gene duplication generating an allele
that is selectively advantageous in
cultivation. This study also adds to a
still short list of genes implicated in
sunflower domestication.
The young gene family in question
encodes four sunflower homologs of
FLOWERING LOCUS T (FT). FT was
first identified and characterized in
Arabidopsis thaliana, in which it plays
a crucial role in promoting flowering
[5,6]. In both Arabidopsis and rice, FT
encodes a small protein that is thought
to be a critical component of ‘florigen’,
the long-mysterious mobile signal that
travels from leaves to the shoot apex
to trigger flowering in response to
environmental cues [7–10]. The basic
function of FT-like genes in inducing
the reproductive transition is widelyconserved among flowering plant
species (e.g. [11–13]), and sunflower
appears to be no exception: Blackman
et al. [4] show that two of the four
sunflower FT genes (HaFT2 andHaFT4)
encode full-length FT-like proteins
that are able to complement ft
mutants in Arabidopsis, suggesting
their molecular function is largely
conserved. Their expression pattern
and timing in sunflower is also
consistent with a role in day-length
triggered flowering.
While basic FT functionality seems
to be conserved in sunflower, carried
out by both HaFT2 and HaFT4, the
other two genes have diverged.
Three of the four copies are part of
a triplicated group (comprising
HaFT1–3), and this is where the action
is: these three gene copies are each
experiencing a different one of the
possible fates described for redundant
genes. HaFT3 appears to be decaying.
No transcript was detected and the
gene is riddled with non-functionalizing
mutations. HaFT2 appears to behave
essentially as the ancestral copy
probably did. However, in the context
of duplicate gene evolution, what has
happened to HaFT1 is particularly
intriguing. HaFT1 is unique among the
four sunflower FT genes in having two
alternative splice forms and in having
acquired a new expression pattern,
suggesting it may have undergone
neofunctionalization. HaFT1 mRNA is
found in the shoot apex, instead of in
the leaves and disc florets where
HaFT2 and HaFT4 are expressed, but
the coding sequence of HaFT1 from
wild sunflower can nevertheless rescue
A. thaliana ft mutants, suggesting its
protein function is similar to that of
HaFT2 and HaFT4. In contrast, the
Figure 1. Flowering time differs between domestic and wild sunflower.
The domesticated (right) and wild sunflower (left) differ in numerous traits, among them their
flowering time in response to daylength. A study by Blackman et al. [4] published in this issue
of Current Biology provides new insights into flowering time regulation in sunflower and in the
process identifies a candidate gene selected during sunflower domestication that arose via
divergence and neofunctionalization within a set of recently duplicated genes. Photographs
by Jason Rick (left, wild sunflower) and Nolan Kane (right, domesticated sunflower); courtesy
of Loren Rieseberg.
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R321HaFT1 allele found in all domestic
sunflower lines the authors analyzed
has a frame-shift mutation. One splice
form encodes a truncated protein,
while the other has a string of
amino acids unrelated to FT after
the frame-shift mutation. This
frame-shifted allele appears to have
acquired a new dominant-negative
function that specifically inhibits the
function of HaFT4, but not HaFT2,
providing an example of gene
duplication having paved the way
for a new mode of regulation within
a nascent gene family [4].
HaFT1 and HaFT4 do not overlap in
mRNA expression, but it is plausible
that the proteins come into direct
contact in plants. In other species there
are strong indications that FT protein
is mobile, moving from the leaves,
where it is produced in response
to environmental cues, to the shoot
apex, where it exerts its function
[7–10]. Since this is conserved
between rice and Arabidopsis, it is
probable that it also occurs in
sunflower. HaFT4 likely moves from
the leaves to the shoot apex where
it would encounter HaFT1, which, in
the domestic sunflower, would
negatively modulate its function.
Studies in Arabidopsis have
provided models for FT function that
hint at how such a dominant negative
interaction may work. In A. thaliana,
FT interacts directly with FD, a bZIP
transcription factor, to promote
flowering [14,15]. TFL1, which is closely
related to FT, but has an opposite effect
on flowering, can interact with FD also.
Swapping domains or altering a single
amino acid suffices to convert the
positive effect that FT has on flowering
to a negative effect similar to that
exhibited by TFL1 [16,17]. This has
led to a model that FT and TFL1 might
compete for a common interactor,
FD in A. thaliana, and that FD–FT
interaction results in the formation of
an activating complex, while FD–TFL1
interaction does not, perhaps due to
the recruitment of distinct cofactors
[17]. It is possible that something
analogous is occurring in sunflower:
frame-shifted HaFT1 might similarly
compete with HaFT4 for binding
to a sunflower homolog of FD,
resulting in an inactive complex or
a transcriptional repressor. How
this dominant-negative effect works
at the molecular level, and what
causes frame-shifted HaFT1 to
have such a specific effect, inhibitingHaFT4 and not HaFT2, are interesting
questions that remain to be
addressed.
The dissection of a recently formed
family of FT-like genes reported by
Blackman et al. [4] provides very
interesting insights into duplicate gene
divergence and a glimpse of what may
be the early stages in the formation of
a gene family with complex regulatory
interactions among its members.
Adding another dimension to the story,
the authors also showevidence that the
frame-shifted HaFT1 allele has been
under selection during sunflower
domestication. It could thus be the
causal gene underlying a QTL that
maps to this region that contributes
to flowering time differences between
wild and domestic sunflower (Figure 1).
Thus, HaFT1 may be a sunflower
‘domestication gene’. In this context, it
is also interesting to note that another
gene that shows evidence of having
been under selection during sunflower
domestication is a homolog of
CONSTANS [18], which in A. thaliana
also affects flowering time and does
so in part through regulation of FT
expression [19]. Further studies to
clarify what role neofunctionalization
of HaFT1 and other modes of flowering
time regulation may have played in
sunflower domestication will be of
great interest.References
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Regulation of a Multi-Oscillator
NetworkHow does the Drosophila circadian control network respond to seasonal
environmental changes? Genetic manipulations that target a small subset
of clock neurons reveal that they integrate seasonal cues of light and
temperature to modulate the daily distribution of rest and activity.Charles Choi
and Michael N. Nitabach*
From cyanobacteria to mammals,
almost all organisms examined
possess an internal biological clock
that synchronizes physiology and
behavior to the 24 hour daily
environmental rhythms imposed by
the rotation of the Earth. This circadian
timekeeping system provides a means
for the organism to temporally organize
its physiology and behavior to
maximize its fitness. The Drosophila
melanogaster circadian control
system organizes daily rhythms of
rest and activity in a crepuscular
pattern, concentrating its locomotor
activity around dawn and dusk.
Crepuscular locomotor activity
manifests as morning (M) and evening
(E) peaks of activity that initiate prior
to dawn and dusk. These anticipatory
M and E peaks of activity are driven
by, and thus require, a functional
internal timekeeping system.
The cellular basis for Drosophila
circadian timekeeping is a population
of about 150 so-called ‘clock neurons’
in the central nervous system. Each
of these clock neurons is itself a
sufficient circadian oscillator and
coordinated with its peers via neuronalcommunication mechanisms to
produce circadian behavior. A useful
model of how this neural network
orchestrates the M and E peaks is the
dual-oscillator model, which posits two
distinct populations of clock neurons
that regulate and generate the M
and E peaks, respectively. Cell ablation
and cell-specific mutant rescue
experiments targeting different,
anatomically distinct groups of clock
neurons have suggested the identity
of M oscillators and E oscillators as
the PDF neuropeptide expressing small
lateral ventral clock neurons (sLNvs)
and a subset of PDF receptor (PDFR)
expressing lateral dorsal neurons
(LNds), respectively [1–3] (Figure 1A,
right panel). These M and E oscillators
not only are sufficient to drive the M
and E peaks but also control the phase
of the activity peaks they generate as a
result of their cellular oscillations [1–3].
However, more recent evidence
suggests that M activity peaks may be
generated or influenced by cells other
than the PDF-expressing sLNvs. When
CRYPTOCHROME, a cell-autonomous
circadian light sensor in clock cells, is
removed from flies that also lack PDF
signaling, which is a key output signal
of the M oscillator, M peak is restored
and forms the basis of locomotorrhythms in constant light [1,4]. Flies
with genetic manipulations that allow
rhythmicity in constant light have
cellular oscillations in a group of dorsal
neurons called the DN1s but not in the
sLNvs or LNds, and this suggests that
DN1s are sufficient to drive behavioral
rhythms in constant light [5,6].
Furthermore, selectively accelerating
cellular oscillations of PDF-recipient
cells that include the DN1s, but not
PDF-expressing cells, can phase
advance both E and M peaks in
long-day:short-night photoperiods [6].
Now, as reported in this issue of
Current Biology by two groups led by
Allada [7] and Emery [8], respectively,
the cellular identity of a non-sLNv
oscillator that is capable of generating
an M peak of activity has been
determined. Specifically, the two
groups showed that an M peak could
be restored in flies lacking genes
required for such peaks by targeting
the DN1 p subset of dorsal clock
cells with cell-specific genetic
manipulations. When PDF signaling
to the DN1ps was restored in PDFR
mutant flies by expressing PDFR in
the DN1ps, morning anticipation
was rescued [7]. And when cellular
oscillation was rescued in period null
mutant flies selectively in the DN1ps,
morning and evening anticipation was
rescued [8]. These studies suggest that
PDF signaling to DN1ps is sufficient to
generate the M peak and that cellular
oscillations are not required in the
LNvs or the LNds for the generation
of M and E peaks.
Another interesting aspect to DN1p
function revealed by these new
studies is that these neurons appear
to be a locus of integration of light,
temperature, and neuropeptide signals
